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Emirates transport abu dhabi auction

Wed 31-01-2018 22:21 PM DUBAI, January 31, 2018 (WAM) - Al Wataneya Auctions, a subsidiary of Emirates Transport (ET), has reported sales of 4,848 second-time vehicles in 2017. Sales volume is 4 % more than in 2016, reflecting a significant improvement in the market for second-used car sales. In all, 45 online and closed envelope auctions were held during the past year in both Abu Dhabi and
Sharjah. Al Wataneya Auctions manager Salman Mohammed Ibrahim stated that 72% of the 6,740 auctioned vehicles were sold. Ibrahim added: The types of vehicles sold include industrial vehicles, collection trucks, four-wheel-drive vehicles, cabin cars and buses. He pointed out that Al Wataneya Auctions provides its auto motor services team whose job is to assess the technical conditions of the
auctioned vehicles before preparing detailed reports on applicants, giving them an accurate assessment of the vehicle for sale. Salman stressed that the e-auction service is available with full transparency and is easily accessible to all categories of society, indicating that it encourages the active participation of different segments of the target audience. WAM/Tariq alfaham Emirates Transport (ET) Used
Vehicles Sales Centre sold 189 vehicles at its 52 auction, raising Dh2.7 million in revenue. The auction was held in the Sharjah Industrial Zone and involved 78 vehicles and equipment owned by ET and a further 111 vehicles concluded at the auction by external customers, including the Ministry of Finance and Sharjah Transport, as well as members of the general public. Salman Mohammed Ibrahim, head
of the Used Vehicle Sales Center said: These auctions carried out by the center reflect the constant care and attention that the corporation is modernizing its park vehicles and buses beyond their lifetime. Types of vehicles sold include industrial vehicles, trucks, four-wheel drive vehicles, interior cars and buses. Ibrahim said the next auction will take place in the Musaffah area of Abu Dhabi in early October
and is expected to feature 175 vehicles. Emirates Transport operates almost 11,000 vehicles. Install this web app on your iPhone. Tap and then Add to Home Screen close terms and conditions of National Auctions Internet Site ( Al Wataneya Auction ) Terms, Rules and Texts, contained in this Agreement shall govern and control the relationship between all parties under this Agreement to note that any
ambiguity in a single provision or text or any misunderstanding shall be interpreted or interpreted only by other agreements signed with Al Wataneya Auctions and any agreement not signed by an officially authorised entity , whether or not this authorisation is orally or in writing , al Wataneya auctions shall not assume any liability or legal obligation . is also not allowed to use or on terms or other texts other
than those referred to in Al Wataneya Wataneya which are described below: Terms and Obligations: an integral part of the terms and conditions governing and organizing the relationship between Al Wataneya Auctions and its clients. 1. Al Wataneya Auctions website is one of the centers that are affiliated with the federal government office. 2. All participants and participants must read the terms, terms,
texts and regulations that govern and control our relationship with our customers, considering the Customer registration process as their acceptance and approval, in order to adopt all terms, texts and regulations that govern and legalize the relationship between us and our customers. 3. All bid participants register their data through our website and choose their username and password so that they can use
the website service. 4. All participating in the auction is good to inspect and investigate the vehicles and goods to be purchased, and they confirm the specifications presented are in accordance with the original specification before entering the auction, if the vehicles are sold as is, and the auctioneer assumes no responsibility for the Al Wataneya auction. 5. The vehicle is sold in the current situation 6. All
bid participants will deposit the amount of insurance in accordance with the insurance conditions specified (item 23 of this agreement). and payment is made by credit card or by bank transfer or by deposit check at Al Wataneya Auctions. 7. Each bidder undertakes to complete the payment process if he has acquired a vehicle or product within the period laid down in paragraph 9 and in the event of a breach
of the amount of the deposit and legal action will continue to refuse to pay. 8. An auctioneer who wins one of the vehicles or all vehicles offered for sale shall pay the amount of the vehicle or vehicle by depositing the amounts due to emirates public transport and service undertaking in order to inform them that the payment process must be completed within 48 hours of the date of notification of the auction
results, otherwise the AED. A penalty of 100 (Dirhams Hundred) will be imposed on a daily basis after informing the buyer of the vehicle that won with him. 9. If a participant violates or violates the terms and conditions of use of the website, the deposit amount shall be confiscated and all legal action shall be initiated against him. 10. Auctions or all bid participants shall be entitled to an unlimited number of
vehicles offered by auction, subject to the provisions of the legislation relating there to it. 11. Each participant undertakes not to use the website in the following cases: none or not - is available in the auction of the legal authority or bid. In case you are aged under 21 (twenty-one years). In case you are prohibited from using the website, temporary or 12. Any member undertakes not to release his user name
to any other person for auction to Al Wataneya without prior permission and, in the event that other persons use the participant's account, they shall assume responsibility for it. 13. Each participant undertakes to: complete the instructions received from the Al Wataneya auctions. Do not play or manipulate auction prices, or take any action that could adversely affect the website infrastructure, or take any
action that may prevent users from accessing the site or restricting access to a particular category in any way. Each participant may not publish incorrect or incorrect information or misleading, or any information that may create a bad reputation for any party, including any participant may not interfere with others entering the site by sending items that interfere with any other party or spy on another party or
cause harm to him or to send a message or massage forged on behalf of Al Wataneya Auctions. Do not use a break through programs and piracy program, (Al hecre) for Robarts to enter the site without prior permission for any reason and comply with all legal provisions related to information technology, including federal law by Decree No. 5 of 2012, on the protection of cybercrime. 14. Al Wataneya
auctions have the right to limit the setting, suspension or termination of any services provided by the website. Al Wataneya Auctions may have the right to prevent users from entering the site or delete any items posted on the site, to conduct any electronic or legal procedures to prevent users from interning the site without prior permission, and that in the event that Al Wataneya Auction Administration
decided it is necessary to perform any of the above procedures or actions for any reason, noticing that Al Wataneya Auctions has the right to cancel dormant accounts or accounts that are not active if necessary. 15. The auctions of Al Wataneya are entitled to temporarily change the cost of the services provided by the site for promotional reasons or by offering new services. 16. Al Wataneya Auctions
guarantee that the vehicles offered in the auctions comply with the specifications set out in the inspection report or inspection report. 17. A security deposit (cash in the bank) is repayable within 10-14 business days from the date on which the customer requests repayment (in accordance with item 25). 18. The security deposit by credit card is refunded automatically after 21 days according to the bank's
policy (holding the amount for 21 days) for more confirmation, please contact your bank to make sure that there are no deductions for Emirates transport. 19. Bidding is extended within the last two minutes of the closing time to give the bidder the opportunity to submit bids. 20. Category Bid: There we have six basic chipset at 100-200-500-1000-3000-5000 vehicle range price starts from 100 - 20,000
dirhams all categories are available If vehicle price ranges start from AED 20,000 -50,000 the available category will be more than 100 dirhams. If the price of the vehicle starting from AED 50,000 and higher categories will be available, except for two 100-200 dirhams. 21. When you bid on the vehicle/vehicles you can follow them from the bidding page of My Prices, and when the auction ends completely
you can see the vehicles that are docked to you through my shopping pages.. After confirming the sales process is sending text messages and emails to the purchase page. 22. Compensation policy: An auctioneer who wins a vehicle shall pay the amounts for which he has decided after the auction to note that he will not be able to repay or recover the sums if the remaining amounts have not been paid, if it
is not allowed to recover or recover or repay the money against the return of the vehicles sold in the event that the return of the vehicles sold, if any participant has complaints or comments or suggestions about the services provided or the goods offered for sale, he/she will kindly contact us at the following email address: [email protected] or contact phone numbers 0097168006006, and we will respond to
you as soon as possible and we will try to resolve your problem within 2 two days, indicating that we are dealing with all complaints with a fair and experience experience. 23. Customer Privacy Policy: All participant information in Al Wataneya auctions is subject to privacy, where information about site users collected using only the names of members and arbitrary statistics about the website are compiled to
protect the privacy of users' information. 24. Protection of property: only the owners of the website have the right to use all names, trademarks. service names and signs, collectible names, logos and images.n 25. Auction procedures: procedure for participation in a postal auction or electronic auction. to participate in the auction person participating in the auction, open a new user account. The bidder pays
the security deposit amount and activates the account. The bidder may read the list of vehicles and participate in the tender during the tender period. The closing date for the auction must be added to five minutes if the bidding continues during the last five minutes of that period. The declaration of winners and auction results shall be certified by the acquiring party for each vehicle separately, as described in
the car information. The bidder will be informed by e-mail to pay the entire amount of the vehicle or item within two days from the date of the auction victory. The bidder may receive the vehicle together with official documents for the transfer of ownership in his/her name after payment of the vehicle or the amount of the goods. Member withdraws from market vehicle from the auction area with three working
days. The age of the bidr exceeds 21 (twenty-one) years. the right to register and participate in the auction. An auctioneer may not be allowed to suspend or withdraw his participation, in particular in the event of his approval, and shall therefore be liable for it and shall bear the consequences thereof. Emirate Dirhams AED is the only currency accepted in all auction-related transactions. 26. Automatic price
function: actions to activate automatic price: Choose the vehicle you want to bid on automatically by pressing the automatic bidding icon in the upper-right corner of the vehicle name Specify the highest vehicle value for automatic bid Make sure you change the automatic bidding icon to green and you're the highest bidder for a vehicle In case your offer isn't the highest value, the Auto Bid icon will appear in
white and shows that you're not the owner of the highest bid value If you want to cancel the auto-bidding feature , you can click the word (Back) without adding a price to the price, note that the bidder will be responsible for setting the maximum bid. and choosing the automatic price function. Terms and Conditions for Buyers: 27. Preview : The buyer confirms and certifies that he has been fully inspected and
viewed the vehicle sold with full details and without knowledge , and he has lawfully and legally inspected the vehicle sold, where all vehicles are sold after inspection, which is just as free of any delivery and the buyer is not allowed to cancel the sale and return to Al Wataneya auctions if a clear or cancelled defect occurs, because al wataneya auctions are only an intermediary in the sale process and there
is no prior information about the vehicle sold , also the buyer is in the period prior to the auction vehicle check for the product , 28.The Security Deposit : Each member pays a Security Deposit in accordance with paragraph 25 of this agreement and he/she can pay the deposit amount either by credit card or deposit a cheque or bank transfer at Al Wataneya auctions, If the security deposit is paid by bank
transfer, a copy of the payment slip must be sent to the following e-mail : [email protected] And the amount of this deposit will be refunded if not. the purchase is entered, but if the participant wins the auction and he leaves the contract before the completion of the purchase process, the deposit amount is confiscated and Al Wataneya Auctions reserves the right to take any legal action. 29.Deposit amount:
The bidder pays 5000 Dhs. and he can participate in the auction of vehicles and goods, which has a maximum volume of up to 150,000 DHS. The bidder pays 10000 DHS. The bidder is 50,000 DHS. 30. Payment: the value of the vehicle must be paid within 48 hours of the end of the auction and the payment must be made in cash or by an approved bank cheque. and in the event of late payment, the
bidder must pay an AED 100 for each day of delay, which may not exceed seven days. If this period expires, the sale of the vehicle will be void, and Al Wataneya auctions have the right to confiscate the deposit amount. 31. Value: The assigned value of the vehicle does not include other expenses (transfer of ownership fee, licensing, transport of the vehicle &gt; other expenses, the buyer bears the
following costs). Vehicle withdrawal: The buyer is responsible at auctions for removing or transporting his vehicles from Al Wataneya's auction premises or location within 72 hours of the time of sale after the total amount earned has been done.n 33. Al Wataneya Auctions reserves and reserves the right to request an increase in the amount of the deposit from the buyer if more than one vehicle is purchased
or if the amount of sale of the vehicle exceeds the AED. 100 000 (only one hundred thousand) as referred to in paragraph 25 of this Agreement. 34. The purchaser has undertaken to transfer ownership of the vehicle procedure in his name after receiving all the documents and documents enabling him to transfer ownership of the vehicle to the competent authorities for 7 seven days. 35. All vehicles are
subject to VAT in accordance with national tax legislation. 36. The Participant recognises that the role of public auctions is limited to the exhibition and brokering of vehicles and without any liability for any disputes arising in connection with the vehicle - vehicles purchased at auction. 37. The final auction price of 38 will be subject to 5% VAT. A seller who is not registered for tax must undertake to transfer
possession within two days, and in the event of a delay in the transfer of possession he will have to pay the prescribed fine, which is the amount of commission for sale. 39. Proceedings take place between the owner of the vehicle and the buyer in the event of any dispute or commercial fraud, such as (meter change - problem chassis -) and that Alwataneya auctions are only an intermediary. Intermediary.
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